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Chazz Cohen lives with his grandmom in the Garden District of New Orleans. In his family,
money is no problem. But money won't buy Chazz what he wants--a "real" home with his mom.
Across town in the Ninth Ward, Lyric Talbert wishes her mom didn't expect so much from her,
especially when her little brother gets sick. It seemed like the storm would blow over as so many
had. But Katrina burst the levees, and the world turned to chaos for Chazz and Lyric and their
families. They quickly learn that, though their worlds were different before the storm, it was their
courage and compassion that would help them make it through. Through the alternating stories
of Chazz and Lyric, acclaimed children's author Gail Langer Karwoski chronicles the disaster
that forever changed New Orleans and its people.

About the AuthorGail Langer Karwoski is an award-winning author of fourteen books for young
readers. She has written historical novels and nonfiction for a wide range of grade levels, as well
as picture books. Gail taught public school for thirteen years, teaching classes in English,
reading, creative writing and gifted classes. Read more about Gail online at
GailKarwoski.comJulia Marshall is an artist and illustrator living in New Orleans. She holds a
BFA in Illustration from Savannah College of Art and Design. Learn more about Julia at
JMarStudio.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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For my brave and beautiful granddaughter,Clementine Nicole Anderson
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Book ICHAZZ’S STORM

Chapter 1NEW ORLEANS, AUGUST 2005Hurricane Katrina was heading our way—that’s what
the newscasters said. But when I opened my eyes, sun was peeking through the spaces around
my window shades. Our dog, Niki, gave my nose one last lick and jumped off my bed. She ran to
the doorway, her skinny tail wagging.I padded downstairs. In the kitchen, my grandmom Adele
flashed her sunny morning smile at me. “G’morning, Chazz. I need to go get a few things before
the storm blows in. Marie’s on her way over. It’s pretty out, so I thought we’d drive down to the
square for beignets. May be your last chance. Want to come?”Adele loves to go to the Café du
Monde in Jackson Square for breakfast. Every summer, for as long as I can remember, she’s
taken me there at least once a week. The place is a tourist magnet—at the top of the list of
places to see in New Orleans—but the long lines don’t bother Adele. I think she likes the people
watching as much as the beignets.I said okay. Then my mom called.Leah—my mom—is in
Atlanta. That’s where she’s studying to be a nurse. For months, she’s been promising that I can
go live with her. She was supposed to drive to New Orleans this weekend to pick me up, but as
soon as I heard her voice on the phone, I knew she’d changed her mind. Again.“Sorry, Kiddo. I’m
just not ready for you to come live here,” she announced. “Not now.”I should have known this was
coming. Why did I get my hopes up? Leah blows round and round, like hurricane winds. She’s
always been like that. The only thing you can depend on with my mom is that when she makes a
promise, she won’t keep it.Niki hopped in the backseat of the car with me and licked my chin. I
pushed her away, but she propped her paws on my arm and poked her tongue in my ear. What
she lacks in size, our mini dachshund makes up for in persistence. Her tongue tickled, which is
why I was giggling when Marie frowned at me through the car window.I knew she expected me
to get out and help with Adele’s wheelchair. But I didn’t. Marie is as strong as me. Probably
stronger. And this is what she got paid for, right? She’s been helping my grandmother in and out
of her wheelchair ever since Adele broke her ankle in April.Marie’s family has worked for us, off
and on, for as long as I can remember. She took care of me when I was little. And back when
Marie’s husband was alive, he ran a remodeling business. We called him whenever we needed
an electrician, a plumber or whatever. My grandpa Charles said the man was a natural-born
genius at fixing anything. I’m four inches taller than Marie is now, but I know she’s strong. When
Grandpa Charles was so sick after his stroke, Marie could lift him in and out of his bed all by
herself.Marie kept frowning. I knew she was thinking that I was acting like a twelve-year-old
highness—sitting on my rear end while two old ladies struggled with a wheelchair.I got out of the
car. Adele’s face lit up.I made a point of not smiling back. That was by way of announcing that,
no, I wasn’t happy. I didn’t want to stay in New Orleans; I wanted to go live with my mom, like she
promised. It’s my life, right? I should have the right to decide where I live.I put my hand under
Adele’s bony arm, and she stood up. As soon as her bad foot touched the ground, she
winced.“You sure you want to go?” I said. “I could ride to the square with Marie and bring some
home.”Adele wrinkled her nose. “No, thank you. I like my beignets hot and fresh.” She kissed my



cheek.I helped her hobble into the front seat. She tossed her long, filmy scarf over her shoulder
and buckled herself in. I collapsed the wheelchair and slid it into the trunk. Marie got into the
driver’s seat.“It’s probably just as hot in Atlanta, you know,” Adele said as she aimed the car’s
blower at me in the backseat. “And your mom’s apartment is on the third floor. She says it’s an
old building. Who knows if it stays comfortable, Chazz? Besides, what would you do all day?
Leah’s at the hospital for twelve-hour shifts. You don’t know anybody there.”“I’d meet people. I’m
not a total loser.”“Of course not, that’s not what I mean,” Adele said. “But New Orleans is your
home. And you’ve already started practicing for your bar mitzvah, here.”“Home is supposed to be
where your parents live, not where your mom dumps you,” I muttered. “I bet a gator cares more
about her kid than Leah does. It’s like I’m an orphan or something.”Marie shot me a sharp look.
“Mind your mouth, Chazz. Plenty of kids would give their right arm for a home like you got here
with your grandma.” She steered the car onto the street. “You know, if you concentrate on
hopeful, you be seeing pretty yellow flowers. Same place where other folks be looking at
weeds.”I didn’t say anything as the car turned onto St. Charles Avenue. But I knew it wasn’t my
grandmom’s fault that Leah changed her mind. Adele would do anything for me. I’ve lived with
her ever since I was a baby.I opened the window. “I didn’t mean…” I said. “It’s just that Leah
makes me so mad is all.”Adele nodded and fiddled with the silky fringe on her scarf. “Leah can
be hard to deal with. I understand you’re upset, Chazz.”Niki trotted across my lap and poked her
nose through the open window.“Your grandma has the AC on, Chazz,” Marie said.“Do you want
me to turn it off, Honey?” Adele swiveled around to look at me. Her beaded earring brushed
against the seat. “Would you rather have the windows open?”I bit my cheek and wished I could
erase all my ugly words. No matter how grouchy I get, Adele is as calm as blue sky. Just the
opposite of my mom. I have no idea how Adele ended up with a daughter like Leah.“Yeah, let’s
have the windows open,” I said. “So Niki can stick her nose in the breeze.”Marie humphed.
“About as much breeze this mornin’ as the inside of a coffin.”Adele clicked on the radio. “Maybe
we’ll hear a forecast,” she said.I tuned it out. New Orleans is on the coast, so weather
forecasters always make a big deal of hurricanes. But the storms never amount to anything. This
latest one, Hurricane Katrina, already made landfall in Florida. It was only a Category One, there.
Yeah, it caused problems with falling trees and boaters who tried to ride it out on the water. But
the winds were barely powerful enough to be called a hurricane. I wasn’t worried about it. I have
my own storms to ride out, with Hurricane Leah for a mother.Marie stopped across from Jackson
Square, and I got out. Bright sun. I squinted.I snapped the leash onto Niki’s collar and pulled the
wheelchair out of the trunk. While Adele got seated, Marie drove off in search of parking.A
sprinkler spritzed water on pink and purple flowers inside the big cement planter on the
sidewalk. I pushed Adele’s wheelchair past a band of street performers juggling orange and
green balls.We stopped at the end of the line of people waiting for seats in Café du Monde.
Across the street, a horse-drawn carriage edged into the traffic. When it clomped by us, Niki
scooted between my feet.“Have you had your beignets this morning?” the driver shouted at his
passengers as the carriage snaked along the old street at the edge of the French Quarter.
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Liz, “This is the REAL story of Katrina!. I live in Louisiana and this book tells the real story of how
it was for people living in the 9th ward. I enjoyed reading this book, because I could relate to the
events.  Don't like the cover.”

Richard Bienvenu, “Riveting morality tale. What the hurricane did was thrust people into
situations of which they never would have dreamed. Many people succumbed and let the
circumstances beat them down but others were able to rise above the challenge and actually
become heroes in their own right.What could be a better idea for a young people's book than
giving the Katrina story to two kids and their families, black and white, Christian and Jewish,
from opposite ends of the economic spectrum and throwing them together where they would
have to depend on each other to survive.That's what Gail Langer Karwoski has done in her new
book When Hurricane Katrina Hit Home. She'd done her research and actually interviewed kids
to get their stories about what happened to them when the city flooded and how they came
through it all.Masterfully she has woven these stories together into a tale that smacks of
authenticity and told through the voices and viewpoints of the two main characters: Lyric, the
little black girl from the Lower Ninth Ward and Chazz, the Jewish kid from the Garden
District.The characters' accounts are vivid and put you right there in the action. So much so that
when I started reading the book I did not want to put it down. Yep, it's a page turner alright. And
even though I have my own Katrina story to tell, not nearly as dramatic as this one, still I could
empathize with what's going on because we suffered through having to see on television the
harrowing rescues of our own citizens.And I can remember driving through the Ninth Ward after
the storm and seeing the massive destruction. The only thing I can equate it to was the feeling of
being punched the gut, a visceral reaction experienced by many who were able to get a glimpse
of that once vibrant neighborhood where a majority of the black folk actually owned their own
homes, and was the spawning ground of such famous and groundbreaking musicians as Fats
Domino who still lives there.This book has its own harrowing story tell and many of the scenes
are not pretty. The author pulls no punches. This is a story that is as real as it could possibly be
and is ultimately uplifting in the end because the main characters of the young people portrayed
have to dig deep and call upon their own inner resources and knowledge of what's right and
what's wrong to survive with their honor in tact.This is a great morality tale using the backdrop of
Katrina, that storm of the century. Although written for young people this, like a Harry Potter
book, is something that adults would absolutely enjoy and open their eyes to and give them an
experience of some of the circumstances that thousands had to endure in the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.If you're thinking of taking a trip to New Orleans check out my bestseller at the
link below.
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Fabulous Time In The Crescent City -- A guide for visitors and locals alike”

Jimmy A., “Exciting, Realistic and Poignant. "When Hurricane Katrina Hit Home" is a truly
exciting read that puts you right in the middle of all the panic, tension and paranoia of the Ninth
Ward after the levee broke. What makes this novel excellent for young adults as well as older
readers is that it pulls no punches. In the middle of a struggle for survival, the racial tensions,
violence, and moral dilemmas are all addressed in this story, without ever relying on profanity or
gratuitous violence. The narrative, which is delivered from the perspective of both an upper
middle-class Jewish teenager and a younger African American girl from the Ninth Ward, gives
you a panoramic view of the disaster, what it meant to different people, and how it suddenly
made many of their struggles the same.”

Sally, “A real page turner with insightful display of characters. Gail Karwoski tells the story of
Chazz Cohen and Lyric Talbert experiencing Katrina's forces in New Orleans in 2005. The story
is told with remarkable insight of the day to day struggles of two young people who found
themselves in the Ninth Ward when the storm hit. Chazz lives in the Garden District of New
Orleans with his grandmother, and Marie, Lyric's grandmother is their hired help. Before the
storm hits, Chazz and his grandmother, Adele, go to the Ninth Ward to help with Marie's sick
grandbaby.The alternating narratives of Chazz and Lyric are revealed with incredible perception
of their fears and uncertainties as they cope with rationing food and water, dealing with the heat,
the treacherous rising water, the infant's fever, and frailties of their grandmothers. The author
brilliantly reveals the characters' weaknesses and strengths as they survive the ordeal of waiting
for rescue and deal with insecurities in their own lives.Readers get a look into the painful reality
of tragedy that can't be captured in TV or newspaper reporting as it happens. This well-
researched account candidly presents the political decisions that directly affected the people of
New Orleans and Texas striving each day in putting their lives back together. Best of all, Chazz
and Lyric definitely come to life, as their characters speak with humor, frustration, fear,
embarrassment, allowing them to grow well beyond their years.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I couldn't put this book down.. I know that "When Hurricane Katrina Hit
Home" is written for kids, but I found the book totally engaging and felt as if I were right there in
New Orleans with Lyric and Chazz and their families. I also know that it's historical fiction, but it
truly seems as if all the characters are real and that it's actually their personal story.This book
has authenticity. The author does a magnificent job of capturing the human drama of Hurricane
Katrina and she offers a message of hope for the possibilities of relationships among diverse
people.”

Carolyn Green Dunbar, “Truly amazing book. WOW is all I can say. I too was living in New
Orleans when Katrina hit. So this book holds a special place for me. It is now 2014 and still after



almost 9 years we are still comparing our stories. When I read the book It was so exciting. I did
not know that it was a fiction. I wanted to contact the people to see how they were doing in this
book because it was so real. It is a beautiful read for our young children coming up so that they
can understand what the older generation is talking about as they talk about "Katrina" as she is
known by. After reading this book, kids from all over will be able to understand what we went
through.  And anyone who reads it will understand the importance of what "Home" is.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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